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About
Heaps & Woods is a furniture manufacturer founded by 
Marta Jurado and Louis Chagnaud. We specialize in exotic 
woods such as Teakwood, Suar and Rosewood, along with 
handcrafted rattan and loom pieces created in our ateliers 
in Indonesia. Through our creative studio we have created 
custom pieces for architects, designers and small studios, 
and manufactured large-scale orders for hotel groups and 
global brands.
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Heirloom 
Collection

It’s the furniture you pass down to your children, who offer 
it to your grandchildren. It’s the furniture that moves from 
room to room and home to home. It weathers life’s parties 
and survives its messes. It gets better as it gets older. 

With this collection, Heaps & Woods introduces new 
materials such as Indonesian rosewood and creamy 
travertine, alongside our signature recycled teak wood and 
natural rattan. Bold, geometric shapes pair with softer, 
organic structures to bring harmony and elegance to a space. 



Stools &
Side tables
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Valentina
Stool

FINISHING
Natural

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

MATERIALS
Teak wood

W  D  H
30cm       30cm         42cm

01

The Valentina Stool is a handcrafted, solid teak wood side table supported by a robust globe, resulting in a 
distinct sculptural form. Doubling as a bedside table or decorative stand, Valentina is an adaptable piece 
that can comfortably sit in a variety of spaces. No two stools are the same due to our considered production 
process where the markings and characteristics of the wood are respected in order to keep its origins alive.
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Recycled teak wood

W  D  H
40cm       40cm         40cm

Luisa
Stool

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

02

The Luisa Stool is a recycled teak wood stand supported by playful hand-carved geometric legs. The 
statement structure of Luisa combines with its lower level to bring different dimensions to the space it sits 
in. Every Luisa Stool is completed with a natural finish meaning the wood isn’t overworked and markings are 
respected- a process that results in a unique stool each time. 
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Recycled teak wood

W  D  H
38cm       38cm         45cm

Vic
Stool

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

03

The Vic Stool is a recycled teak wood stand with a natural finish that displays wood’s original markings. For 
this reason, each stool is unique. The inspiration behind Vic’s distinct hand-carved legs stemmed from a 
pair of vintage earrings spotted in a Slim Aarons photograph of a 1970s party in Saint Barths. 
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Teak wood

W  D  H
32cm       32cm         40cm

The Thierry Stool is a hand-carved teak wood piece that plays with sharp and unexpected geometries. It 
balances on the line between a practical surface and a sculptural focal point to the room it sits in. Inspired by 
the Japanese philosophy of wabi-sabi, each stool varies slightly depending on the markings of the wood and 
the artistic touch of its maker. Pair Thierry with its counterparts Mateo, Lilu and Caro for a bold statement. 

Thierry
Stool

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

04
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Teak wood

W  D  H
38cm       38cm         40cm

Caro
Stool

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

05

The Caro Stool is a hand-carved teak wood piece that plays with sharp and unexpected geometries. It 
balances on the line between a practical surface and a sculptural focal point to the room it sits in. Inspired by 
the Japanese philosophy of wabi-sabi, each stool varies slightly depending on the markings of the wood and 
the artistic touch of its maker. Pair Caro with its counterparts Lilu, Mateo and Thierry for a bold statement. 
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Teak wood

W  D  H
38cm       38cm         40cm

Lilu
Stool

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

06

The Lilu Stool is a hand-carved teak wood piece that plays with sharp and unexpected geometries. It 
balances on the line between a practical surface and a sculptural focal point to the room it sits in. Inspired by 
the Japanese philosophy of wabi-sabi, each stool varies slightly depending on the markings of the wood and 
the artistic touch of its maker. Pair Lilu with its counterparts Thierry, Mateo and Caro for a bold statement. 
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Teak wood

W  D  H
35cm       35cm         45cm

Mateo
Stool

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

07

The Mateo Stool is a hand-carved teak wood piece that plays with sharp and unexpected geometries. It 
balances on the line between a practical surface and a sculptural focal point to the room it sits in. Inspired by 
the Japanese philosophy of wabi-sabi, each stool varies slightly depending on the markings of the wood and 
the artistic touch of its maker. Pair Mateo with its counterparts Thierry, Lilu and Caro for a bold statement. 
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Mahogany wood

W  D  H
30cm       30cm         45cm

Vaks
Stool

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

08

The Vaks Stool is a commanding piece, hand-carved from warm mahogany wood. A solid seat is supported 
by sturdy legs of three different geometries: triangular, square and cylindrical, bringing a distinct, sculptural 
approach to this otherwise practical stand. A natural finish results in an organic piece, with no two stools 
found with the same markings. 
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Mahogany wood

W  D  H
33cm       33cm         40cm

Leon
Stool

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

09

The Leon Stool is a mahogany stand with sharp geometric lines that combine with the softer edges of hand-
carved details- an artistic interpretation of traditional Indonesian carpentry. Leon has a natural finish, in 
keeping with the organic ambience of its structure, and ensuring each piece is unique, honouring its original 
markings. 
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Rosewood

W  D  H
40cm       40cm         40cm

Sono
Stool

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

10

The Sono Stool is a decorative stand, hand-carved from rich, textured rosewood. The inspiration for this 
detailed stool originated from a piece of ancient Egyptian jewellery. The uniquely patterned nature of the 
wood used to create Sono results in a piece where each stool is gifted with its own distinct markings.
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Rosewood

W  D  H
40cm       40cm         40cm

Nicole
Stool

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

11

The Nicole Stool is a handmade stand crafted in a rich, textured rosewood. Its distinct markings vary with 
each stool, for pieces that are truly unique. Nicole combines an organic, naturally textured seat with playfully 
carved, rounded legs. The inspiration behind these distinct hand-carved legs stemmed from a pair of 
vintage earrings spotted in a Slim Aarons photograph of a 1970s party in Saint Barths. 
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Teak wood

W  D  H
30cm       30cm         40cm

Clara
Stool

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

12

The Clara Stool is a solid block of teak wood, with an organic rippled texture hand carved across its outer 
surface. Our artisans adapt to each block of wood to create a piece that respects the material and feels 
connected to nature. A natural finish enhances the organic quality of this stool.
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Cream marble

W  D  H
30cm       30cm         40cm

Aurelia
Stool

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

13

The Aurelia Stool is an elevated piece, hand-carved from a solid block of creamy marble. Aurelia was 
originally inspired by the intriguing structured podiums supporting statues on the Palazzo of Isola Bella in 
Italy- something that was spotted in a vacation photograph from our archives. This stool reimagines these 
decadent marble constructions into contemporary geometric pieces. 
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Cream marble

W  D  H
30cm       30cm         40cm

Conor
Stool

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

14

The Conor Stool is an elevated piece, hand-carved from a solid block of creamy marble. Conor was 
originally inspired by the intriguing structured podiums supporting statues on the Palazzo of Isola Bella in 
Italy- something that was spotted in a vacation photograph from our archives. This stool reimagines these 
decadent marble constructions into contemporary geometric pieces. 
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Cream marble

W  D  H
45cm       45cm         40cm

Eli
Stool

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

15

The Eli Stool is an elevated piece, hand-carved from a solid block of creamy marble. Eli was originally 
inspired by the intriguing structured podiums supporting statues on the Palazzo of Isola Bella in Italy- 
something that was spotted in a vacation photograph from our archives. This stool reimagines these 
decadent marble constructions into contemporary geometric pieces. 



Seating
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FINISHING
Natural

LOW ARMREST VERSION

HIGHEST ARMREST VERSION

MATERIALS
Natural rattan or
Synthetic rattan 

W  D  H
72cm       65cm         67cm

W  D  H
73cm       55cm         77cm

Valentina
Chair

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

16

The Valentina Lounge Chair is handcrafted from rattan, in a contemporary geometric style that looks to 
challenge the possibilities and preconceptions of this material. The juxtaposition between the woven, natural 
qualities of this piece and its slick structure, bring harmony and soul to whatever environment it’s placed 
in. Valentina is available in both natural rattan for inside or a synthetic version for outdoor living and can be 
paired with counterparts, Marta and Leon. 
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Natural rattan or
Synthetic rattan 

Leon
Chair

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

17

The Leon Lounge Chair is handcrafted from rattan, in a contemporary geometric style that looks to 
challenge the possibilities and preconceptions of this material. The juxtaposition between the woven, natural 
qualities of this piece and its slick structure, brings harmony and soul to whatever environment it’s placed in. 
Leon is available in both natural rattan for inside or a synthetic version for outdoor living and can be paired 
with counterparts, Valentina and Marta. 

LOW ARMREST VERSION

HIGHEST ARMREST VERSION

W  D  H
72cm       65cm         67cm

W  D  H
73cm       55cm         77cm
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Natural rattan or
Synthetic rattan 

Marta 
Chair

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

18

The Marta Lounge Chair is handcrafted from rattan, in a contemporary geometric style that looks to 
challenge the possibilities and preconceptions of this material. The juxtaposition between the woven, natural 
qualities of this piece and its slick structure, bring harmony and soul to whatever environment it’s placed in. 
Marta is available in both natural rattan for inside or a synthetic version for outdoor living and can be paired 
with counterparts, Valentina and Leon. 

LOW ARMREST VERSION

HIGHEST ARMREST VERSION

W  D  H
72cm       65cm         67cm

W  D  H
73cm       55cm         77cm
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Teak wood & recycled 
paper rope

Pitufi 
Dining Chair

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

19

The Pitufi Chair is a stripped back piece featuring a solid teak wood frame. It is characterised by a stately 
upright back that encases two uniform grids of braided loom and connects to a braided loom seat. Pitufi 
focuses on elements of traditional carpentary, celebrating these practises and simultaneaously elevating 
them with small decorative details for a contemporary look. 

W  D  H
45cm       50cm         114cm
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The Stella Lounge Chair is constructed from a light, elongated teak wood frame and a braided back and seat 
made from recycled paper rope. While the straight geometric lines of Stella feel sleek and contemporary, 
the wood is carved to give an organic textured finish that feels connected to nature. 

FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Teak wood &
recycled paper rope

W  D  H
70cm       70cm         90cm

Stella 
Lounge Chair

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

20
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Rosewood & recycled 
paper rope

W  D  H
70cm       70cm         90cm

The Stella Lounge Chair is constructed from a rich, elongated rosewood frame and a braided back and seat 
made from recycled paper rope. While the straight geometric lines of Stella feel sleek and contemporary, 
the wood is carved to give an organic textured finish that feels connected to nature.

Stella 
Lounge Chair

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

21
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The Foli Lounge Chair is a solid teak wood frame, finished with a braided loom. While utilising our signature 
materials, Foli explores unexpected structural pairings with robust rounded legs which contrast against 
a sharp-angled seat and an orderly yet bold backrest. Foli is a chair that celebrates the raw and radical 
expression of sculptural forms.

Foli 
Lounge Chair

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

22

FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Teak wood & recycled 
paper rope

W  D  H
76cm       60cm         78cm
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Teak wood & natural rattan

W  D  H
73cm       65cm         82cm

The Lalla Lounge Chair is a mid-century style piece constructed from teak wood and woven rattan. Sharp 
compass legs combine with the soft curves of Lalla’s back and deep-set seat, to create an inviting chair 
characterised by lightness and warmth. The classic design of this piece makes it versatile, bringing life to a 
variety of spaces. 

Lalla
Lounge Chair

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

23
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Rosewood & natural rattan

W  D  H
73cm       65cm         82cm

The Lalla Lounge Chair is a mid-century style piece constructed from rosewood and woven rattan. Sharp 
compass legs combine with the soft curves of Lalla’s back and deep-set seat, to create an inviting chair 
characterised by lightness and warmth. The classic design of this piece makes it versatile, bringing life to a 
variety of spaces. 

Lalla
Lounge Chair

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

24
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FINISHING
Natural

W  D  H
85cm       78cm         62cm

The Batoe Lounge Chair is an intricately woven natural rattan seat, its name meaning ‘rock’ in a past 
Indonesian language. The name, along with the laborious 6 day construction period, represents the complex 
struggle of the Cirebon home craft community to maintain their traditional methods of rattan production, 
against a background of pressures from colonialism to the monetary crisis of 1998. With its smooth 
undulating curves, this is an inviting piece with a nostalgic quality. Batoe is available in both natural rattan 
for inside and a synthetic version for outdoor living.

Batoe
Lounge Chair

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

25

MATERIALS
Natural rattan or
Synthetic rattan 
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FINISHING
Natural

W  D  H
60cm       90cm        80cm

The Lyphira Lounge Chair is a handwoven rattan piece, formed through a laborious process that takes a 
minimum of 6 days to complete. Lyphira is a name taken from a near-extinct butterfly species, native to 
Indonesia. The design collaborator, Alfath, was inspired by the body of a caterpillar transforming into a 
butterfly, something which can be seen in the adaptable structure of the chair’s back. Lyphira is a modular 
piece that can be arranged in different positions to suit different functions. 

Lyphira Lounge 
Chair

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

26

MATERIALS
Natural rattan or
Synthetic rattan 
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FINISHING
Natural

W  D  H
60cm       55cm         40cm

The Lyphira Stool is a handwoven rattan piece, formed through a laborious process that takes a minimum 
of 6 days to complete. Lyphira is a name taken from a near-extinct butterfly species, native to Indonesia. The 
design collaborator, Alfath, was inspired by the body of a caterpillar transforming into a butterfly, something 
which can be seen in the adaptable structure of the stool’s seat. Lyphira is a modular piece that can be 
arranged in different positions to suit different functions. 

Lyphira 
Stool

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

27

MATERIALS
Natural rattan or
Synthetic rattan 



Tables
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Recycled teak wood

W  D  H
130cm     120cm        40cm

The Juan Coffee Table is a robust structure crafted from recycled teak wood. A solid and sharp block 
tabletop rests upon sturdy legs, hand-carved into distinct, rounded formations. Juan features a natural 
finish, that adds a level of lightness to its solid dimensions. Sitting at the centre of the living room, this coffee 
table brings tangible warmth to its surroundings. 

Juan
Coffee Table

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

28
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FINISHING
Natural or brown

The Poke Coffee Table is an environmentally sound piece, constructed using recycled wood taken from old 
houses, bridges and windows in Indonesia. Using recycled wood has its limits, but by accepting this we are 
able to create a unique design. In Poke’s case, individual wooden slats align in a sharp linear formation that 
manages to maintain lightness through gaps, providing space for light pockets to shine through. Poke can 
be arranged in composition with Leo and Isis, the other models in this family. 

MATERIALS
Recycled teak wood

W  D  H
140cm     70cm         30cm

Poke
Coffee Table

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

29
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FINISHING
Natural

The Isis Coffee Table is an environmentally sound piece, constructed using recycled wood taken from old 
houses, bridges and windows in Indonesia. Using recycled wood has its limits, but by accepting this we are 
able to create a unique design. In Isis’ case, individual wooden slats align in a rounded linear formation that 
manages to maintain lightness through gaps, providing space for light pockets to shine through. Isis can be 
arranged in composition with Poke and Leo, the other models in this family. 

MATERIALS
Recycled teak wood

W  D  H
100cm     55cm         36cm

W  D  H
140cm     75cm         45cm

SIZE
Small

SIZE
Medium

Isis
Coffee Table

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

30
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FINISHING
Natural

The Leo Coffee Table is an environmentally sound piece, constructed using recycled wood taken from old 
houses, bridges and windows in Indonesia. Using recycled wood has its limits, but by accepting this we are 
able to create a unique design. In Leo’s case, individual wooden slats align in a sharp linear formation that 
manages to maintain lightness through gaps, providing space for light pockets to shine through. Leo can be 
arranged in composition with Poke and Isis, the other models in this family. 

MATERIALS
Recycled teak wood

W  D  H
130cm     40cm         30cm

W  D  H
170cm     35cm         40cm

Leon
Coffee Table

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

31

SIZE
Small

SIZE
Medium
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FINISHING
Natural

The Jeff Coffee Table is made up of a large scale solid suar wood tabletop that sits sturdily on top of three 
substantial cylindrical solid teak wood legs. Its grand dimensions, contrasting wood components and 
distinct asymmetric features, combine to form a strong statement piece. Found at the heart of whatever 
space it sits in, indoors or out, Jeff is a table that commands attention. 

MATERIALS
Solid suar wood & solid 
teak wood legs

W  D  H
170cm     106cm        50cm

Jeff
Coffee Table

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

32
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FINISHING
Natural

The Jules Coffee Table is a classic oval-shaped table formed from whole pieces of natural rattan, gathered 
and aligned into organic curves and uniform geometric lines. A checkerboard tabletop brings character 
to this design, yet by honouring the inherent grain and texture of the wood, a connection to nature is 
maintained. 

MATERIALS
Natural rattan

W  D  H
180cm     60cm         45cm

Jules
Coffee Table

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

33
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FINISHING
Natural

The Pia Bedside Table features a minimal yet sturdy teak wood frame and a generously sized drawer with a 
handwoven rattan exterior. The antique travel trunk inspiration for this piece is evident in its design, evoking 
impressions of journeys along the old East Indian Railway. Pia is an adaptable piece that combines classic 
design with a touch of the Orient and can be placed in any space, complimenting a number of aesthetic 
directions. 

MATERIALS
Teak wood & natural 
rattan

W  D  H
40cm       32cm         44cm

Pia
Side Table

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

34
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FINISHING
Natural

The Zoe Bedside Table is a compact piece that follows one smooth curved line. Crafted from recycled teak 
wood and featuring handwoven rattan edges, this piece was inspired by childhoods spent in French country 
houses. Zoe is an adaptable side-table that can be utilised as a functional stand or a purely decorative piece 
throughout the home. 

MATERIALS
Recycled teak wood &
natural rattan

W  D  H
35cm       35cm         35cm

Zoe
Side Table

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

35



Decorative
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Natural rattan

W  H  
68cm       110cm

W  H  
110cm      183cm

Sofia
Mirror

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

36

Sofia is a statement mirror framed in natural rattan and intricately carved into an undulating wave. 
Reminiscent of 80s shapes and the bold post-modern designs of the Memphis Group, Sofia is daring while 
maintaining lightness. These are qualities that come from its organic material and the freedom in the ebb 
and flow of Sofia’s circumference. Available in two sizes, this piece works in a variety of spaces. 

SIZE
Small

SIZE
Medium
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Natural rattan

Zoe
Mirror

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

37

Zoe is a statement mirror framed in natural rattan and intricately carved into an asymmetric wave. Zoe’s 
distinct shape is organic and mirrors the unpredictability of nature, free-flowing in unexpected directions. 
Available in two sizes, this piece works in a variety of spaces. 

W  H  
70cm       110cm

W  H  
110cm      183cm

SIZE
Small

SIZE
Medium
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Natural rattan

W  D  H
118cm      6cm           80cm

Henri
Mirror

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

38

The Henri Mirror is formed from a cluster of natural rattan framed, egg-shaped mirrors that group together 
to form one bold wall hanging. Henri’s distinct shape is playful while upholding an organic quality that 
connects directly to nature. The unique structure contrasts with its light material for a piece that can sit 
easily in a variety of spaces. 
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Natural rattan

W  H  
85cm       105cm

Bucle
Mirror

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

39

Bucle is a classic oval-shaped mirror with a decorative natural rattan frame. The delicate hand-woven loops 
of Bucle overlap in an intricate lattice that combines with its material to create a light and feminine, vintage-
inspired piece. 
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Natural rattan

W  D  H
40cm       40cm         180cm

Aurea
Column

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

40

Aurea is a natural rattan column, handwoven with bold, sculptural proportions. A versatile piece, Aurea has 
the ability to command the room as a decorative statement or can be used as a lampshade to create distinct 
geometric shadows, providing alternative dimensions in your space after dark. Aurea is one member of our 
family of sculptural rattan plinths and can be combined with Eclair, Ares, Cronos or Demeter for a stand-out 
pairing. 
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Natural rattan

W  D  H
30cm       50cm         120cm

W  D  H
35cm       60cm         160cm

Eclair
Column

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

41

Eclair is a natural rattan column, handwoven with bold, sculptural proportions. A versatile piece, Eclair has 
the ability to command the room as a decorative statement or can be used as a lampshade to create distinct 
geometric shadows, providing alternative dimensions in your space after dark. Eclair is one member of our 
family of sculptural rattan plinths and can be combined with Aurea, Ares, Cronos or Demeter for a bolder 
pairing. 

SIZE
Small

SIZE
Medium
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Natural rattan

W  D  H
55cm       55cm         122cm

Ares
Column

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

42

Ares is a natural rattan column, handwoven with bold, sculptural proportions. A versatile piece, Ares has the 
ability to command the room as a decorative statement or can be used as a lampshade to create distinct 
geometric shadows, providing alternative dimensions in your space after dark. Ares is one member of our 
family of sculptural rattan plinths and can be combined with Eclair, Aurea, Cronos or Demeter for a bolder 
pairing. 
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Natural rattan

W  D  H
40cm       40cm         160cm

Cronos
Column

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

43

Cronos is a natural rattan column, handwoven with bold, sculptural proportions. A versatile piece, Cronos 
has the ability to command the room as a decorative statement or can be used as a lampshade to create 
distinct geometric shadows, providing alternative dimensions in your space after dark. Cronos is one 
member of our family of sculptural rattan plinths and can be combined with Eclair, Ares, Aurea or Demeter 
for a bolder pairing. 
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Natural rattan

W  D  H
35cm       35cm         120cm

Demeter
Column

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

44

Demeter is a natural rattan column, handwoven with bold, sculptural proportions. A versatile piece, Demeter 
has the ability to command the room as a decorative statement or can be used as a lampshade to create 
distinct geometric shadows, providing alternative dimensions in your space after dark. Demeter is one 
member of our family of sculptural rattan plinths and can be combined with Eclair, Ares, Cronos or Aurea 
for a bolder pairing. 
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FINISHING
Natural

The Maria Plinth is a sensitively carved rectangular teak wood surface with a textured natural grain, 
accentuated by the simplicity of its form. Maria can be used as an elegant stand to display art pieces, 
ornaments or plants. This piece is available in two sizes, to fit a variety of needs.

MATERIALS
Teak wood

Maria
Column

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

45

W  D  H
35cm       35cm         80cm

W  D  H
35cm       35cm         100cm

SIZE
Small

SIZE
Large
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Natural rattan

W  D  H
180cm      3cm           155cm

Mamoune 
Bed head

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

46

The Mamoune Bed Head is formed of three handwoven natural rattan circles that combine to form a 
harmonious statement piece. Overlapping circles represent strength in unity, which is a powerful energy 
to bring to the space we rest and recuperate each day. The natural finish on this distinct piece brings a 
contrasting lightness necessary for peaceful nights. 
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Recycled paper rope & 
teak wood

W  H
180cm     170cm

Tao
Bed head

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

47

Tao is a large scale bed head, intricately woven into a checkerboard with natural loom in a painstaking 
process that takes up to 60 hours. Tao is a celebration of the artistry of handwoven pieces. While it makes a 
bold statement as a bedhead, an alternative use could be as an organic art piece mounted against the wall 
of a living room or a grand hallway. 
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Teak wood

Luisa
Console

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

48

The Luisa Console is a warmly hued, solid teak wood sideboard. Intricate exterior carvings create an optical 
3D effect that brings new dimensions to the space this table sits in. Luisa is a functional yet decorative piece 
to store the objects that need to be hidden and elegantly display objects that need to be seen. 

W  D  H
180cm     40cm         70cm

W  D  H
220cm     40cm        70cm

SIZE
Medium

SIZE
Large



Lighting
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FINISHING
Natural

The Murat Pendant Lamp is handcrafted from organic bamboo into a cross-sectional frame, displaying a 
hand-braided organic cotton shade. Each lampshade is naturally dyed to precise timings in order to achieve 
the optimum shade. It’s a slowed-down process that results in a distinct piece with a naturally elevated 
finish. Murat is available also with a longer pendant style and in several colourways. 

MATERIALS
Bamboo & organic cotton 
fabric fucsia color

W  D  H
80cm       80cm         35cm

Murat Fucsia
Pendant Lamp

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

49
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FINISHING
Natural

The Murat Pendant Lamp is handcrafted from organic bamboo into a cross-sectional frame, displaying a 
hand-braided organic cotton shade. Each lampshade is naturally dyed to precise timings in order to achieve 
the optimum shade. It’s a slowed-down process that results in a distinct piece with a naturally elevated 
finish. Murat is available also with a longer pendant style and in several colourways. 

MATERIALS
Bamboo & organic cotton 
fabric mustard color

W  D  H
80cm       80cm         35cm

Murat Mustard
Pendant Lamp

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

50
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MATERIALS
Bamboo & organic cotton 
fabric beige color

FINISHING
Natural

The Murat Pendant Lamp is handcrafted from organic bamboo into a cross-sectional frame, displaying a 
hand-braided organic cotton shade. Each lampshade is naturally dyed to precise timings in order to achieve 
the optimum shade. It’s a slowed-down process that results in a distinct piece with a naturally elevated 
finish. Murat is also available with a longer pendant style and in several colourways. 

W  D  H
80cm       80cm         35cm

Murat Beige
Pendant Lamp

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

51
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FINISHING
Natural

The Murat Pendant Lamp is handcrafted from organic bamboo into a cross-sectional frame, displaying a 
hand-braided organic cotton shade. Each lampshade is naturally dyed to precise timings in order to achieve 
the optimum shade. It’s a slowed-down process that results in a distinct piece with a naturally elevated 
finish. Murat is also available with a longer pendant style and in several colour ways. 

W  D  H
80cm       80cm         35cm

MATERIALS
Bamboo & organic 
cotton fabric tumangal/
rafia color

Murat Tan
Pendant Lamp

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

52
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FINISHING
Natural

The Murat Pendant Lamp is handcrafted from organic bamboo into a cross-sectional frame, displaying a 
hand-braided organic cotton shade. Each lampshade is naturally dyed to precise timings in order to achieve 
the optimum shade. It’s a slowed-down process that results in a distinct piece with a naturally elevated 
finish. Murat is also available with a compact pendant style and in several colour ways. 

W  D  H
27cm       27cm         82cm

MATERIALS
Bamboo & organic fabric 
tumangal natural

Murat Beige
Pendant Lamp

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

53
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FINISHING
Natural

The Murat Pendant Lamp is handcrafted from organic bamboo into a cross-sectional frame, displaying a 
hand-braided organic cotton shade. Each lampshade is naturally dyed to precise timings in order to achieve 
the optimum shade. It’s a slowed-down process that results in a distinct piece with a naturally elevated 
finish. Murat is also available with a compact pendant style and in several colour ways. 

W  D  H
27cm       27cm         82cm

MATERIALS
Bamboo & organic 
cotton fabric 
tumangal/rafia color

Murat Tan
Pendant Lamp

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

54
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FINISHING
Natural

The Murat Pendant Lamp is handcrafted from organic bamboo into a cross-sectional frame, displaying a 
hand-braided organic cotton shade. Each lampshade is naturally dyed to precise timings in order to achieve 
the optimum shade. It’s a slowed-down process that results in a distinct piece with a naturally elevated 
finish. Murat is also available with a compact pendant style and in several colour ways. 

W  D  H
27cm       27cm         55cm

MATERIALS
Bamboo & organic fabric 
fucsia color

Murat Fucsia
Pendant Lamp

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

55
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FINISHING
Natural

The Murat Pendant Lamp is handcrafted from organic bamboo into a cross-sectional frame, displaying a 
hand-braided organic cotton shade. Each lampshade is naturally dyed to precise timings in order to achieve 
the optimum shade. It’s a slowed-down process that results in a distinct piece with a naturally elevated 
finish. Murat is also available with a compact pendant style and in several colour ways. 

W  D  H
27cm       27cm         55cm

MATERIALS
Bamboo & organic fabric 
mustard color

Murat Mustard
Pendant Lamp

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

56
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FINISHING
Natural

The Murat Pendant Lamp is handcrafted from organic bamboo into a cross-sectional frame, displaying a 
hand-braided organic cotton shade. Each lampshade is naturally dyed to precise timings in order to achieve 
the optimum shade. It’s a slowed-down process that results in a distinct piece with a naturally elevated 
finish. Murat is also available with a compact pendant style and in several colour ways. 

W  D  H
27cm       27cm         55cm

MATERIALS
Bamboo & organic fabric 
beige color

Murat Beige
Pendant Lamp

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

57
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FINISHING
Natural

W  D  H
27cm       27cm         55cm

MATERIALS
Bamboo & organic 
fabric tumangal rafia

Murat Tan
Pendant Lamp

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

58

The Murat Pendant Lamp is handcrafted from organic bamboo into a cross-sectional frame, displaying a 
hand-braided organic cotton shade. Each lampshade is naturally dyed to precise timings in order to achieve 
the optimum shade. It’s a slowed-down process that results in a distinct piece with a naturally elevated 
finish. Murat is also available with a compact pendant style and in several colour ways. 
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FINISHING
Natural

The Murat Pendant Lamp is handcrafted from organic bamboo into a cross sectional frame, displaying a 
hand braided organic cotton shade. Each lamp shade is naturally dyed to precise timings in order to achieve 
the optimum shade. It’s a slowed down process that results in a distinct piece with a naturally elevated finish. 
Murat is also available with a compact pendant style and in several colour ways. 

W  D  H
27cm       27cm         55cm

MATERIALS
Bamboo & organic fabric 
blue color

Murat Indigo
Pendant Lamp

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

59
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Natural rattan

Aurelia
Pendant Lamp

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

60

The Aurelia Pendant Lamp is handwoven with natural rattan into a smooth undulating pendant. The 
structure of Aurelie is reminiscent of 60s interiors and combines with the organic material for a playful 
lightness. In mind when designing this lamp, were the dancing shadows waiting to appear once the sun goes 
down and the lights are turned on. 

W  D  H
45cm       45cm         41cm
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Natural rattan

The Frank Lamp is a handwoven ceiling lamp crafted from natural rattan. Taking reference from 
revolutionary architects such as Gehry, Frank looks to Japanese origami art as an inspiration for its distinct 
geometric structure. An interesting feature of this design is that whatever direction it’s observed from, it 
will always appear differently, due to the non-symmetrical construction technique applied. This results in 
unexpected shadows when the light is turned on. Frank is available in two sizes in order to complement a 
variety of spaces. 

Frank
Pendant lamp

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

61

W  D  H
63cm       63cm         28cm

W  D  H
123cm     123cm        44cm

SIZE
Small

SIZE
Medium
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Natural rattan

Teo
Wall Lamp

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

62

The Teo Mural Lamp is a handwoven, natural rattan wall lamp. Teo’s smooth curves form a distinct, elegant 
shape, extracting and projecting cracks of light in different directions to form intricate patterns. Teo is 
available in two sizes in order to complement a variety of spaces. 

W  D  H
28cm       13cm          35cm

W  D  H
41cm        20cm         60cm

SIZE
Small

SIZE
Large
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Natural rattan

Mishka
Wall Lamp

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

63

The Mishka Mural Lamp is a handwoven, natural rattan wall lamp. Mishka’s smooth curves form a distinct, 
elegant shape, extracting and projecting cracks of light in different directions to form intricate patterns. 
Mishka is available in two sizes in order to complement a variety of spaces. 

W  D  H
23cm       10cm          40cm

W  D  H
28cm       13cm          50cm

SIZE
Small

SIZE
Large
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Natural rattan

Ori
Wall Lamp

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

64

The Ori Wall Lamp is a handwoven natural rattan wall lamp with sharp geometric lines. Ori takes its name 
from the Japanese verb, ORU, meaning to bend or fold. This is an architecturally inspired piece with distinct 
asymmetric lines. Light cuts through Ori’s gaps in dynamic directions, to create intricate shadows. Ori is 
available in two sizes in order to complement a variety of spaces. 

W  D  H
30cm       12cm          32cm

W  D  H
62cm       23cm         62cm

SIZE
Small

SIZE
Large
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FINISHING
Natural

MATERIALS
Natural rattan

Ori Double
Wall Lamp

PIECE NUMBERº NAME

65

The Ori Double Wall Lamp is a handwoven natural rattan wall lamp with sharp geometric lines. Ori takes its 
name from the Japanese verb, ORU, meaning to bend or fold. This is an architecturally inspired piece with 
distinct asymmetric lines. Light cuts through Ori’s gaps in dynamic directions, to create intricate shadows. 
Ori is available in two sizes in order to complement a variety of spaces. 

W  D  H
22cm       9cm           30cm

W  D  H
28cm       8cm           42cm

SIZE
Small

SIZE
Medium



Furniture pieces to treasure forever, merging 
traditional handcraft with sustainable, 

contemporary design.
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